
Physics
HS/Science

Unit: 03 Lesson: 01

                              Hit the Cup Project

Student laboratory groups will develop a procedure and perform the tasks necessary to hit a small 
cup with a marble that is launched by rolling it down a tube and horizontally off of a table. The 
projectile-cup project with accompanying support materials (procedure and theoretical calculations) 
will provide a significant portion of the student’s grade for the study of kinematics.

1. The instructor will mark a spot on the floor for the placement of a small (Dixie® bathroom) cup.  
The cup will be within the horizontal launch range of the table and launch ramp.

2. The lab team will make measurements and calculations describing conditions for successfully 
“hitting the inside of the cup” on the fly from the launch ramp.

• The procedure, measurement, and calculations will be presented to the teacher for grading on 
a single sheet of paper at the time of the launch.

• The presentation–launch of the marble into the cupwill be announced by the teacher for 
viewing by other teams in the class.

• The graph of “horizontal speed vs. marble height above the table top” can be used to 
determine the speed of the marble leaving the ramp.

• Adequate planning and execution of the launch results in a perfect score of 100 for this activity.

• A near miss with adequate planning documents can result in a grade of 95% with a written 
discussion of errors and corrective measures necessary to hit the cup.

3. The equipment use in the “presentation” consists of the following:

• Marble, standard “tube ramp” and ramp support stand and clamps, meter stick, piece of string 
and washer to use as a plum bob and line, Dixie® cup, and tape (scotch, duct, or other) 

4. The procedure and theory will reflect the following:

• The horizontal distance is given by x = v t where v is the speed as the marble leaves the table 
and t is the time of flight.  

• The time of flight is determined by the height of the table and is described by the equation d = 
½ g t2.

• Measurements and calculations will include:

− Height of table ________m

− Time in the air________ s

− Distance from table to cup _____ cm

− Speed of ball leaving the table ______ m/s

− Height of ball above table _____ m
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